DANIYA’s Introduction

DANIYA is a Technology and Systems Integrations company who provides products and services to its customers to reach their targets for sustainable growth, and also to facilitate their digital future with innovative solutions.

DANIYA has extensive experience, reliable partnerships and a cutting-edge approach and technology also, greatly enhances the competitiveness of their business models.

DANIYA makes strong partnership with world’s leading technology companies from ITC, Telecoms, Defence & Security, R&D, Infrastructure Solutions domains, and delivers state of the art solutions.
DANIYA’s Introduction

Our cooperation is not only with vendors but also with Enterprise and System Integration Partners where we join our forces together to deliver successful big programs. Fortunately, we were able to create an ecosystem where all parties can work within their expertise area and we connect the dots in between by our vast experience in the business.

DANIYA’s corporate vision is to carry stakeholders towards the future in the MEA & SEA (Middle East and Africa & South East Asia) region with innovative technologies, solutions and services. Its corporate mission is to become an institution which uses the power derived from stakeholders for their own development; thus, provides reliable, innovative and directing technology, solutions and services, and henceforth creates added value for its customers and to maintain this position.
DANIYA’s Strategy

**Purpose:** To be a leader in the all aspect of technology services industry such as security, telecoms, constructions and power by providing enhanced services, relationship and profitability.

**Vision:** To provide quality services that exceeds the expectations of our esteemed customers.

**Mission statement:** To build long term relationships with our customers and clients and provide exceptional customer services by pursuing business through innovation and advanced technology.
DANIYA’s Strategy

Core values: We believe in treating our customers with respect and faith. We grow through creativity, invention and innovation. We integrate honesty, integrity and business ethics into all aspects of our business functioning.

Goals: Regional expansion in the field of services and technology and develop a strong base of key customers. Increase the assets and investments of the company to support the development of services. To build good reputation in our field of services and become a key player in the industry.
DANIYA’S Locations & Footprint

DANIYA has been established as an integrator and technology service provider in MEA and South East Asia. Our traditional business model is based on the accomplishment of delivering projects and finding investors for our clients in those regions we have activities.

Based on the decision of the company to diversify our products solutions; we have now established this corporation in Turkey, Iraq and Algeria. DANIYA is planning to expand to UAE, India, Vietnam and Malaysia as well.

The regional projects and programs are being managed through the offices locally leveraging our local business partners and regional offices with a global synergy between the offices. Currently, we have +10 strategic partners and local existence in more than 15 countries.

- **Turkey Main Office**
  Feneryolu Mh. Fahrettin Kerim Gokay Cd. 126/16 Istanbul/Turkey

- **Algeria Office**
  Pos 25 Mustakbal 03 No:61 El Amir Abd El Kader Bir El Djir Oran/Algeria

- **Iraq Office**
  ParkView, Gulan Street, Erbil/Irak
DANIYA’S Key Assets

DANIYA’s core assets have always been its own people and their vast experience which is more than 20 years in the sector. Besides that, DANIYA have an ecosystem where it utilizes its partners and consultants experience, knowledge and solutions.

Apart from the strategic partners, DANIYA is working more than 25 consultants from both academia and industry where it is cooperating in especially R&D, business development and technology consultancy domains.

With the multiple offices in the region and local business partners, DANIYA is always in your reach everywhere in MEA and SEA regions.
DANIYA’s Products & Services Portfolio

DANIYA provides innovative and cutting edge technology solutions, consulting and project management within the Security & Surveillance, Defence, Oil & Gas, Telecommunications, IT Infrastructure, IT Operations and Data Center verticals. Our solutions can be tailored to any environment and location whether onshore or offshore, head office or remote locations.
DANIYA provides products, solutions and services on the following domains:

- Telecom
- Network
- Information Technology
- Security & Surveillance
- Data Center
- Technology Solutions & Consultancy
- Construction
- Defence
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include:

- Optical networking, SDH, DWDM
- Microwave and Radio communications
- Fibre Optic Transmission systems
- Operations Critical Telecoms
- Satellite communications
- Ship to Shore communications
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include:

- Network function virtualisation - NFV
- Wireless communication infrastructure
- Software defined Networking - SDN
- Enterprise collaboration and communication
- Enterprise campus and wide area networking design and operation
- Public, Private and Hybrid cloud deployments
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include

- Process Control and Information Systems
- Hosted back office services
- Hosted document control and project management
- Managed IT Services
- Vehicle and asset tracking
- Automation Systems

Information Technology
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include:

- **Security & Surveillance**
  - CCTV, intrusion prevention and access control systems
  - Command Control Center
  - Safety Critical Systems
  - Security assessment, installation and operation
  - Public Address and General Alarm Systems
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include:

- Data Center design and operation
- Disaster recovery
- Virtualization
- NOC
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include

Technology Solutions & Consultancy

Daniya applies the experience of over a decade, technical skills into identifying, prioritizing, and optimizing the Technology Solutions for your business needs.
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include:

- Power Station
- Transmission Line
- Substations
- Stadium
- Bridge
- Road
DANIYA’s turnkey solution areas include

Defence

Please get in contact for our defence portfolio.
### Business Partners

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>AXIS Communications</td>
<td>safemobile</td>
<td>DELL EMC</td>
<td>KENWOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herta</td>
<td>Airspan</td>
<td>MOTOROLA</td>
<td>SENSTAR</td>
<td>CISCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNIPER Networks</td>
<td>AVIGILON</td>
<td>Digital Barriers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For all your business inquiries, sales, cooperation, communication & PR request, please get in touch with us.

DANIYA Technology Solutions & Services

Ömer Faruk ERİ
General Manager
omerfaruk.eri@daniya.co